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THE SOCIALIST EXTERMINATIONS 
Part, The Second  Absolute Extermination 

SECOND EFFORT 
15 April 2012 - 23 Nisan 5772 

        First and foremost:  to all these Presents, Greeting:  there shall not be any 
physical weapon of violence whatsoever applied  with respect hereto.  We are 
Akurians, most of whom are Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony, 
Commissioned and Empowered by The Most High Lord God of All Creation, 
Himself, to discern, Judge, Sentence and Punish any and all offenders of Holy Law.  
Any and all attacks against us, whether as an Organization or Individually, and whether 
physically, written or broadcast, are then and there Acts of Blasphemy Against the Holy 
Spirit of Truth, and shall be then and there be immediately avenged without 
consideration of mercy. 
        A word of caution to all Akurians:  NEVER just accept anybody else's 
discernment.  NEVER!   Verify the findings yourself  because the ultimate 
responsibility and liability for your actions are upon YOU, and YOU alone.  It's not 
a matter of distrust, it's a Righteous Requirement toward becoming perfect as 
The Most High requires of us. 
 
        The Process of Absolute Extermination.  Understand that you cannot invoke for 
someone to Die the Death and still have them alive to suffer.  One or the other:  NOT 
BOTH! 
        The Process of Absolute Extermination.  Understand that you cannot mix a 
Team Invocation with any other endeavor and make it work.  One or the other:  NOT 
BOTH! 
        The Process of Absolute Extermination.  Understand that when a Team is 
attempting to visualize ANY given point or object, any DEVIATIONS will cause that 
Invocation to fail to a direct and proportionate degree. 
        A few years ago I was teaching Command Marshal Budagher, then-Colonel Jean 
Marie Bridge and now-Brigadier Meinke in a Circle-Invocation against Hillary Rodham 
Clinton.  Colonel Bridge went off on some cracked pot scenario of her own  in direct 
violation of my instructions  and Hillary Rodham Clinton became US Secretary of State 
rather than being exposed and jailed for the Traitor she is.  The entire Invocation effort 
FAILED because I was giving one set of instructions and Colonel Bridge was performing 
another!  I've taught the event several times in an effort to get the NEVER-DEVIATE 
point across; but obviously to damned little result. 
        If we dare sit by and permit these socialist bastards continue to program the 
masses into becoming communists and reject The Most High and His Holy Laws in their 
ignorance:  The Most High is going to ask US  THE AKURIANS  concerning those 
millions of lost and doomed souls! 
        And for the edification of those few who perpetually jackass, doing your own 
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thing under the DELUSION it is superior to my Instruction:  He is going to ask ME first; 
and when I tell Him what and how I taught you the He will confirm via the Akashic 
Records that cannot be altered; He is going to ask YOU in turn.  THEN YOU CAN 
EXPLAIN YOUR DAMNABLE VARIANCE AND ITS END RESULT, TO SEE IF YOU 
CAN SAVE YOUR OWN ASS FOR YOUR DISOBEDIENCE, AND THE LOSS OF ALL 
THOSE WHO WILL DIE WITHOUT REDEMPTION BECAUSE OF IT!  And there will 
be MILLIONS of dead bodies and lost souls to account for. 
        When invoking on your own, you can pretty much use anything you want as 
there isn't any other deviating energies involved.  The instant you involve a second mind 
that rule is null and void:  either the intention and visions are as identical as possible or 
the Invocation will fail.  Simple as that.  Never inject your own stupidity into a set-and-
prescribed process under the DELUSION you'll make it work better.  All you will have 
accomplished is to have GUARANTEED THE FAILURE! 
        We've had enough of those in such abject stupidity and I am ordering it to stop!  
Either you are going to operate as True and Righteous Akurians or you're going straight 
to Hell with the Heathen.  There is no middle ground on that issue.  If you have a 
personal agenda of any kind, and regardless of the reason, you can use these tactics in 
your own solitary Invocation as often as you wish.  You can make up your own 
process, visions and all, and raise as much Hell as you want; but when you're part of a 
Team  even during personal training and study  do EXACTLY as instructed; nothing 
more, nothing less, and leave all your nonsense somewhere else. 
        I have very little time left, and I need you to be as trained and expert as possible.  I 
do not need any jackass and neither do the other Akurians. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
        ONE MORE TIME: 
         Target Media: 
        This Troop of Akurians is going to LIMIT itself to One Media Bastard, William 
James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. for discernment and justification of our Judgment.  He has 
already proven himself worthy of Immediate Disaster and Eternal Destruction and will 
be hammered into oblivion in disgrace and dishonor.  Then as Holy Law requires, we 
will further exterminate and burn all his family, whores, associates and supporters.  
Those who are already deceased will be further adjudicated and sent to Hell for their 
share of the failures and desecrations against True Righteousness. 
        This Instructional is limited to selecting and killing the correct and guilty socialist 
bastards.  We will begin and end this Instructional Session targeting one media entity:  
William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.; although the process will perform equally well 
against any and all other enemies of Akuria.  We will get to all of them in due time. 
 
Command Marshal General Budagher, read the Establishment of Power and 
Authority: 
 
        True and Righteous Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony and all Akurians 
throughout all Creation, hear me: 
        As it was given of The Most High by Supreme Lord Anointed Immanuel ben 



Joseph ben Nazaratti (Matthew 10:28):  "And fear not them which kill the body, 
but are not able to kill the soul:  but rather fear him which is able to destroy both 
soul and body in Hell;" and confirmed (Luke 12:5):  "But I will forewarn you whom 
ye shall fear:  Fear him, which after he hath killed hath power to cast into Hell; 
yea, I say unto you, Fear him."  The Most High Lord God of All Creation, ALIHA 
ASUR HIGH, Himself, has testified to us:  Supreme Lord of all High Lords El Aku 
ALIHA ASUR HIGH has both the Power and the Authority to destroy the body and 
cast body and soul into Hell at his leisure; and to Commission all his Powers and 
Authorities upon the True and Righteous until Shiloh; thus do we adjudicate The 
Damned and Testify against them now and in the Judgment to come. 
 
         We are going to put that fear in each and every socialist and those in 
authority without exception and across the board.  Burn the bastards at the 
slightest provocation.  Concede nothing, for anything and everything you 
concede will be turned against you a thousand fold.  Make them cross the street 
rather than pass you and have you disapprove of their tie or even their shoe 
shine.  Detail them.  Look for things to gut them:  Then gut them.  Once proper 
respect for the Fire Power of The Most High and His Holy Law is restored, the 
Constitution of the United States will again be the highest Law of the Land and 
there won't be any socialist whining about what it really means in the unwritten 
details. 
 
        With the POWER, to not only execute, but to also burn BOTH body and soul in 
Hell, our responsibility is equal to our authority!  We TARGET via discernment and 
common sense  and hit those deserving.  That said, Proven Knowers of The Great 
Testimony are also Judges in due time, and are required to do Justice without any bias 
whatsoever.  Akurians must be and remain ABSOLUTE in The Sight of The Most High 
without deviation from Holy Law or exception to our required duties; and the public 
atrocities of all Major Media is both a call to Arms and a clear and present danger. 
        We cannot attack without true cause nor fail to attack in the sight of true cause; 
accuse without absolute evidence; excuse without due discernment and documentation 
of innocence; nor condemn, sentence, punish or execute without due process that will 
stand in The Sight of Absolute Truth.  We dare not act nor harm without accurate 
verification and determination of true Justice, and we dare not delay to act when 
Justice is required.  Thus the immediate and total extermination of virtually all Major 
Media personalities, officers, staff, and manipulators, is justified and our Righteous 
Duty. 
         Knowing involvement in the current election fraud alone is more justification 
than otherwise required. 
        We normally do not send forth Death and Eternal Extermination on the basis of 
religion whether Catholic, Christian, Muslim, Levite, Jew nor any other; but on the basis 
and requirement that we be Witnesses, Judges and Executioners of any and all 
Marxists, Communists, Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, Journalists, Court Judges, 
Elected and Appointed Officials who in any manner whatsoever do not adhere to, 
enforce, support, protect, defend and obey that Holy Document, the Constitution of 
the United States, regardless of consequences; specifically but not limited to:  this 



current Administration, Congress, Judicial System, Law Enforcement, State and Local 
government without exception. 
        In this Invocation of Testimony we are going to concentrate on the otherwise most-
immune of all involved personnel:  those in Media; To Wit:  Journalists.  Within the 
provisions of our Spiritual Powers and Authorities as endowed upon, and 
Commissioned to, those Akurians who are, or are associated to become, Proven 
Knowers of The Great Testimony:  we are going to select them, execute them, and 
burn them in Hell for all Eternity.  No exceptions. 
 
        For those duly Commissioned and Empowered, the process of Absolute 
Extermination is as simple to perform as it is to describe  unless somebody decides 
to jackass. The limitations are demanding and cannot be ignored without severe, if not 
extreme, penalty.  Set your mind first to do no harm to any innocent and to spare 
no destruction upon any guilty:  and you will be safe from any and all 
consequences of error.  The limitation within that limitation is "by what standards 
you do act?"  Outside of Holy Law the options are without limit, inside of Holy Law UN 
justified activity will rebound with devastating results.  That said, from either when 
properly performed, there is no escape, so be aware of your intentions at all times in all 
instances. 
        For example, a street punk is outside Holy Law and whether they are an immediate 
threat to you, or at all, is not a matter for consideration.  The fact they are a street punk 
is prima facie evidence they are a threat  via potential threat  and an UN-holy example 
to all other people.  Total extermination of such elements and culture is the sole and 
exclusive remedy and cure. 
        The same applies to the knowing- socialists of media.  They cannot be in the 
position of access to massive amounts of information and historical data, and not be 
fully aware of those eventual results, when they deliberately perpetuate knowing lies 
as 'news' regardless of the subject matter!  Their glorification and public exposure  
better known as advertising  of morally-bereft personalities and legislations are prime 
examples. 
        That magnanimous liar and public hypocrite William James "Bill" O'Reilly who 
feigned moral outrage during coverage of Whitney Houston's drug-induced death about 
the media's responsibility with respect to the massive exposure and glorification of 
dopers all over the Entertainment Industry to the youth of America.  He knows, as does 
everybody else in media, that ANY publicity is ADVERTISING!  Thus the adage, "say 
anything you want, just spell my name right" is as old as publicity itself.  O'Reilly 
runs his hypocrite mouth about coverage, aka glorification of the narcotics culture of 
entertainment, but refuses to report  and thus expose  anything about the nonexistent 
U.S. birth certificate of Barack H. Obama; and even less about Obama's criminal use of 
the late Jean Paul Ludwig's (1924-1977) Social Security Number. 
        Thus, said William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. is one of those we need to remove 
from his glory position of the air waves and from humanity at large.  The same 
'journalistic opinion' (I hope I got enough contempt in that) is rampant throughout all 
Main Stream Media and the Akurians are going to deal with all of them in the only 
language they all fully understand.  And, lest there be questions:  NO!, we are going to 
apply the Process of Absolute Extermination across the board upon all the vile and 



corrupt.  We're just going to practice on the Media until we become infinitely proficient.  
And after the last jackassing that resulted in total failure  by doing exactly what I said 
NOT to do  we're going to target William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. again; and we're 
going to STAY on William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. until this Holy Order takes him 
down to Hell where he belongs. 
 
        The only media personnel we need not hammer into oblivion are those on 
Conservative Talk Radio  which is virtually alone in the industry  like those akin to Alex 
Jones at Prison Planet, one of the most-prime internet examples of TRUTH warts and 
all.  Those patriotic conservatives need not  indeed must not  be hammered.  In fact, 
we must protect and defend the Conservative Media as it is the last bastion of TRUTH 
dispensed to the public.  We will call them into account when they are in error, and 
expect immediate correction.  Liberal Talk Radio has gone bust of its own asininities 
since day one, so we need not waste any energies there.   
 
         Akurians are people of Power and Great Authority.  And we are going to use 
both. 
 
         For the record:  We are going to execute socialists across the board, starting 
with Major Media personnel whether print, radio or television.  These bastards must DIE 
as disgracefully as possible  even if they choose suicide to escape the consequences 
for their knowing damned lies and treasons.  If they crash in an elevator, die in a house 
fire,  miss a bridge, drive off a hill, sink in a boat or get caught in a rip-tide, death is still 
death.  That said, we must NOT permit them to die via the actions of some manipulated 
psychopath, as THAT opens the doors to more legislated communism and will not 
satisfy the Energies we want put back on track.  They must die in disgrace of their own 
energies; all part of the vision when we select the next bastard on the list. 
        Repeating for the record: 
         We are not going to execute anybody we don't also burn in Hell!  We CAN do 
it, we WILL do it, because we MUST do it! 
 
        Now comes one example of the ENERGY part. 
        Any LIFE ENERGY can produce as much death as it can LIFE!  The Sun is an 
excellent example; giving LIFE to the entire Planet wherever LIFE is found.  Remove 
the protective layer of AIR the Sun has also provided, and it's more deadly than 
anything else in this System.  Since the Sun is primarily a LIFE source we will not use 
the Sun in this instance. 
 
        And here's the HOW TO: 
        For tonight's lesson you will only need access to yourself.  There are no Body of 
Light or Body of Fire requirements, no Planes of Heaven or Depths of Hell excursions, 
and no invocations of either Angelic Entities or Grand Elements of Creation.  In fact, the 
use of any of the above in such exterminations are detriments to the required forces as 
they are all parts and parcels of LIFE.  Even the Horrors of Hell are penalties for 
misconduct in LIFE! 
        You will need and use only your ability to discern and Invoke as instructed.  Simple 



as that. 
 
        All it takes for Absolute Extermination is (1) justification under Holy Law; and 
(2) properly directed forces.  Justification of the general media is absolute due to its 
massive contributions to and toward socialism. 
         Socialism is Demonic.  Period.  Now as a TEAM effort we need only have the 
SAME  AS IN EXACT SAME  perception of the Death Emblem.  There can be no 
excuse for anybody not having the same view as the world's greatest Spiritual Death 
Emblem is the Christian Cross and everyone knows what they look like.  To make 
sure we all have the same perception, on my command and NOT before:  everybody 
will envision a plain, neutral gray  like a gravestone  cross embedded into the targeted 
entity.  Now get that:  I said "neutral gray  like, as in the color of a gravestone  I did NOT 
say made of gravestone!  When I give the command, you should visualize ENERGY, 
not rock:  ENERGY the color of gray gravestone rock, in the shape of a Christian Cross  
the Emblem of Death! 
        Inserting that image into anybody's head and consciousness, you have effectively 
put DEATH within them.  How strong and immediately effective that DEATH will occur 
depends entirely on the quality of the TEAM SAME-VISION SAME-TARGET process.  
We'll rehearse that more later in the application of this Instructional. 
        For those who want to practice alone, the view of the targeted bastard IN a casket, 
open or closed, is equally effective as long as you've done your preparation properly:  
(1) justification under Holy Law; and (2) properly directed forces.  Two people 
attempting to envision a coffin  and not seeing the exact same coffin  is a detriment, 
different energies pulling different directions as just explained. 
        In this practice of Absolute Extermination, when done properly, we need not 
exterminate anything other than the targeted bastards, and those one at a time.  As a 
TEAM, we only need to see the same thing the same way and the same target.  The 
same target need not be in a photograph, although photos do help.  That's why I 
emailed everybody a copy. 
        We're after socialists, Major Media moderators and perpetual guests of network 
news and columnists of all major publications.  If you're not familiar with the intended 
victims, take the time to search the net and download their current photos:  AND DO IT 
WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS, THIS WEEK IS POSSIBLE.  YOU ARE GOING TO 
NEED THOSE PHOTOS  so get them and share them!  Save them somewhere IN 
ADDITION TO your emails  on a disc if possible  as the bastards are going to spare 
nothing to crash and destroy our systems and access as soon as they find out and 
confirm from their handlers that the Akurians have put this hard and merciless hammer 
in their respective asses. 
 
        This process of Absolute Extermination is an exacting requirement and any other 
attachments or diversions whatsoever will nullify even the best of Invocations.  Strange 
as it may seem, the more simple a Spiritual Process seems to be, the more exacting 
that Spiritual Process becomes.  You do not need to leave your body, make or use a 
Body of Light or Body of Fire.  You need only discern the target, as it actually exists 
within your Sphere of Existence, and discern its energies.  Nothing more. 
        This is WHAT we're going to do WHEN we get to doing it.  Until I give the order, 



DO NOTHING of this preparation and LEARN what we're going to do and the sequence 
we're going to do it.  DO NOT start your sequence until I give the Order; otherwise 
you're going to jackass this whole lesson AGAIN! 
 
        The Absolute Extermination procedure: 
        You will discern and locate the living body of: William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.  
You will not use a Body of Light or Body of Fire, you will just discern the bastard from 
wherever you are as he exists within your Sphere of Existence and thus in your Sphere 
of Cognizance. 
        When I command it, you will envision a plain, neutral gray cross, the Emblem of 
Eternal Death, embedded in William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.'s head!  That's right, 
HEAD, where the consciousness is, the cross bar embedded ear-to-ear; the pinnacle 
reaching the top of his head, the post reaching down into his throat area.  Since all of us 
are using the same photograph there SHOULD NOT be any size difference to distract 
energy.  DO NOT insert a ping-pong ball or anything else, as the target will KNOW 
instantly, then and there, they have been adjudicated to immediate Death. 
 
        You will hold the vision until you physically feel the Emblem of Eternal Death 
merge with the living forces of William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.  The instant you feel 
the energies merge, that's the same instant the target will have their own revelation 
about their immediate impending death.  Every time they are hit, their own thought 
forces will bring their death closer  AND THEY WILL KNOW IT  without knowing one 
damned thing they can do about it.  There is neither defense nor escape.  Period. 
        Once a victim has been exterminated, then discern their soul (or remaining 
consciousness) and deliver and bind them to Perditon to remain there forever. 
 
        Tonight, we begin that process of Absolute Extermination, starting with William 
James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. 
        The exact requirements one more time: 
        (1) Justification under Holy Law; and (2) properly directed forces. 
        We will select William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr., discern him  again  with respect 
to his socialism, whether favored or coerced.  Do not attempt to discern beyond the 
targeted personality as to layers or job requirements, if they smell of socialism, they 
are socialists!  Period.  And we shall deliver destruction and Hell upon them 
accordingly. 
 
         Akurians, on my command: 
         Discern William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.  and let the ENERGIES of William 
James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. tell you the nature of William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.  
Read him and read him well.  When you are finished, return to yourself and let me 
know:  GUILTY or NOT GUILTY according to your discernment. 
 
Roll Call: 
 
         NOW, LEST WE JACKASS LIKE THE LAST TIME: 
        We will all envision a plain, neutral gray cross.  GET THAT:  a plain, neutral gray 



cross; NOT wood, NOT gold, NOT plastic, NOT stone:  plain, neutral gray  the color of a 
tombstone  cross.  NEVER use Gold to execute as Gold is an Eternal.  For those of you 
who don't know, all the gold spoken of in history is still in existence!  Most of it melted 
down into treasury bars, and some lost at sea or buried; but all of it is still in existence 
because gold does NOT rust, tarnish, corrode or deteriorate.  And THAT is what makes 
it Eternal.  NOT wood as no two of you can imagine the same wood grain; and THAT is 
the exact detriment and diversion of energy that jackassed the last effort.   
Nevertheless, the emblem for this Invocation of Testimony is a plain, neutral gray cross 
made out of energy.  NO exceptions and NO deviations. 
        Now let's kill the bastard! 
 
         Akurians, on my command: 
        Locate the living body of:  William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.;  he is still in your 
Sphere of Existence. 
        Now envision a plain, neutral gray cross, the Emblem of Eternal Death, and 
embed it in William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr.'s head; the cross bar embedded ear-to-
ear; the pinnacle reaching the top of his head, the post reaching down into his throat 
area. 
        Hold the vision and bind the Death Energies until you physically feel the Emblem of 
Eternal Death merge with the living forces of William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. 
        Once those energies have jelled into one, just let them both go. 
         Immediately upon report that William James "Bill" O'Reilly, Jr. has departed his 
earthly body, gather him and cast him into Perditon.  Each of you, as some will fail and 
others will find he is already in Perditon, showing somebody here didn't fail!  Bind him to 
Perditon until Shiloh and let Righteous Justice take its course.  The way Akurians do 
things, layer upon layer until Hell freezes over. 
 
        The same process and procedure works to exterminate as we deem necessary. 
 
         Now that everybody has the resources and the Knowledge, I order each of you to 
perform this Invocation of Testimony against at least one Media Personality  your 
choice  in addition to Jail Bars against Barack Hussein Obama every day.  No 
exceptions.  This Vision, this Invocation of Testimony, every day  and as often as 
possible. 
        Put your photos where you can easily access them.  If you can't get the damned 
things to print  like we couldn't get them to email  let me know and we'll send you printed 
color copies. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 


